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Objective: To generate the evidence for an association between
blood level omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acid (n-3 PUFA) and
prostate cancer risk through a meta-analysis of epidemiological
studies.
Methods: MEDLINE, Unbound MEDLINE, EMBASE, Science
Direct, OVID, Proquest and Cochrane Library databases up to
September2011 were searched. All studies included described effect
estimates of high blood level omega-3 FA on prostate cancer risk in
humans. Critical appraisal was done by two independent reviewers.
Data were pooled using the general variance-based method with
random-effects model; derived effect estimates were expressed as
risk ratio (RR) with 95% confidence interval. Heterogeneity was
assessed by Chi? and quantified by F, publication bias was also
determined using Begg and Egger's test.
Results: Twelve epidemiological studies were included (6 prospective
and 6 retrospective case control studies). The overall effect esti mate
of blood level n-3 PUFA in general has no association with total
prostate cancer, advanced prostate cancer and high grade tumor risk.
Significant negative association was noted between high blood level
of n-3 PUFA docosapentaenoic acid (DPA) and total prostate
cancer risk(RR:0.756; 95% CI 0.599, 0.955; P=0.019); this finding
was generated from homogenous studies (P=0.566; P=O%) with no
publication bias. Likewise, a positive association was noted between
high blood level of fish oil content n-3 PUFA, eicosapentanoic acid
and docosahexanoic acid, (EPA+DHA) and risk of high grade prostate
tumor (RR: 1.381; 95%CI 1.050, 1.817; P=0.02l); however, this
finding was evident only after adjustment was done on inter-study
variability through removal ofa lower quality study from the pool.
Notably, a non-significant positive association was also found
between high blood levels of alpha-linolenic acid (ALA) and total
prostate cancer risk (RR: 1.188 ;95%CI 0.955, 1.477; P=0.123), with
no significant heterogeneity (P=0.24, P=22%) nor publication bias.
Conclusions: This review provided evidence showing high blood
levels of n-3 PUFA DPA is associated with reduced total prostate
cancer risk. While high blood level ofEPA+DHA is associated with
increased high grade prostate tumor risk. These findings warrant
further clinical studies to clarify associations.
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For the past few decades, prostate cancer has become
a significant health problem globally; it now ranks as the
most commonly diagnosed cancer and is one of the
leading causes of cancer-related deaths in males."?
Epidemiological research has shown that increasing age,
family history and ethnicity particularly Caucasian or
African-American race are risk factors.'> Recent
evidences in research have implicated the role of chronic
prostatic inflammation for prostate cancer development
and progression." This hypothesis has led researchers to
believe that intake of food with anti-inflammatory
components could help reduce the risk of cancer or
prevent its development. 7-8 Of particular interest is
intake of Omega 3 polyunsaturated fatty acids (n-3
PUF A), known for its cardiovascular benefits and its
physiologic role in inflammation."

Components of n-3 PUF A are primarily obtained
from diet, specifically the short chain n-3 PUFA found
mainly in nuts and vegetables, alpha-linolenic (ALA),
which is considered an essential fatty acid, since this
cannot be biosynthesized in-vivo by human body while
other n-3 PUF A series or derivatives can be readily
bioconverted from ALA. 10,1 I Long chain omega-3 PUF A
series, which were largely obtained from dietary marine
fish oil and in lesser extent, bioconverted from ALA,
such as docosahexaenoic acid (DHA), docosapentaenoic
acid (DPA), and eicosapentanenoic acid (EPA), are
well known for their cardioprotective, neuroprotective
and anti-inflammatory effects.l-v-"

Several recent reviews have proposed an association
between dietary intake of n-3 PUF A and risk of prostate
cancer!"?"; however, the said relationships were largely
variable and heterogeneous." These inconsistencies
were mainly due to variations in the dietary assessment
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techniques, which may not accurately measure an
individual's fatty acid intake due to under- or over-
reporting of values.":" In order to address this issue,
authors have suggested that levels offatty acids in blood,
tissue, or erythrocyte membranes could provide a more
reliable method of estimating fatty acid
consumption'":"; since plasma phospholipids could also
reveal long term fatty acid consumption."

Thus, the authors of this study aimed to conduct a
meta-analysis to quantitatively estimate the association
of blood levels of omega-3 fatty acids and their derivatives
(together and separately) with the incidence of prostate
cancer using human observational studies.

Methods

Identification of the Literature

The investigators with the help of a board certified
librarian used electronic databases to identify publ ished
medical literature about n-3 PUFA and prostate cancer.
The searches were not restricted by language. The
following databases were searched: MEDLINE (1966-
September, 2011), UNBOUND MEDLINE (September,
2011), EMBASE (1980 - September, 2011), Science
Direct (3rdquarter of2011), OVID (1973 -September,
2011), Proquest (Database of dissertation and Thesis
(September, 2011) and Cochrane Library, including the
Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews and the
Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials
(September, 2011). All of these were searched using
Firefox, Opera browser and Explorer windows. We
used the MEDLINE Medical Subject Heading (MeSH)
terms, "Omega 3 Fatty Acids" AND "Prostate
Neoplasm". For EMBASE, Science Direct, OVID and
Cochrane Library searches; search terms were
"prostate," "cancer," "carcinoma," "neoplasm," "tumor,"
"omega," "fatty acids," "polyunsaturated." The
references from studies that met our inclusion criteria
and review articles or textbooks of related topics were
searched for potentially relevant titles. An external peer
reviewer was asked to identify additional relevant studies
that may not be included in the draft. We also inquired
from industry/nutrition experts to obtain any unpublished
data.
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Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria of Studies for Meta-
analysis

Studies included in this meta-analysis were those
with description of blood level n-3 PUFA, with or without
derivatives, incidence of prostate cancer with or without
subcategories (advanced, high grade tumor) as outcome
analysis, prospective and retrospective case control
design with human study population, and studies that
provided estimated effect size (relative risk, hazard ratio
or Odds ratio) with corresponding confidence intervals
with comparison of high n-3 PUF A blood level to the
reference group (lowest blood level). Studies dealing
with tissue n-3 PUFA levels were not included due to
consideration of varied tissue concentrations and diverse
methods in determining fatty acid levels that could affect
the pooled effect estimates ofthe studies. Animal and in-
vitro studies were excluded because their correlation
with in-vivo human physiologic outcomes was uncertain.
Cross-sectional and ecologic analyses were excluded,
since these studies were unable to provide informative
effect estimates". Review articles and letters to the
editors were excluded because only collation of
information and opinions were discussed.

Selection of the Literature

Two of three physician reviewers, at least one of
two specialized in urology, independently evaluated the
citations and abstracts. The reviewers identified article
titles on n-3 PUF A and prostate cancer. Articles that
either reviewer flagged were ordered. The two physician
reviewers then independently reviewed each article
obtai ned, and reso Ived any disagreements; whi Ie a senior
physician resolved unsettled issues. All stages of the
review were performed independently by two reviewers
knowledgeable in principles of critical appraisal. Total of
996 records were retrieved (959 from the electronic
databases, 35 from manual reference mining, I
unpubl ished from graduate theses, I identified by external
peer review). Total of 187 duplicated records were
removed. A total of 605 records were excluded by the
reviewers. Total of204 articles were requested. On full
text article review, 141 articles were excluded (In-vitro,
animal and review studies). From remaining 63 articles,
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50 were excluded. Those excluded from meta-analysis
were studies that investigated polyunsaturated fatty
acids but did not specify omega-3 FA or their
componentsv ", that determined fatty acids from dietary
sources ":", that did not consider prostate cancer
diagnosis as an outcome+-", or that did not assess serum
fatty acid levels within groups as comparison'v", as well
as studies that dealt with tissue fatty acids analysis.":"
All foreign language articles=-" were included in the
literature search; however none met the inclusion criteria
for the meta-analysis (Figure 1).

Titles Reviewed: Total 996
From Electronic Databases: 959
From Reference Mining: 35
From Unpublished: I
Identified by peer reviewers: I

I J87Duplicated records removed I
605 Excluded

IBased on Title and Abstract review

I 204 full text articles requested I

Excluded 141

---+ Review article: 86
In Vitro Study: 36
Animal Study: 12

I 63 Original articles for review I

Excluded 50
Other Fatty acid component analyzed: 6
Dietary fatty acid and lor Fatty Acid source analyzed: 32**
Prostate cancer not analyzed as variable: 2**
Serum Fatty acid level not assessed within group: 2
Not Serum/ erythrocyte membrane Fatty Acid analysis done: 6
•• 2 Foreign Language articles
(1 Prostate cancer not as outcome. 1 analyzed dietary fatty acids source.)

13 Articles included for quality review I

6 Case controls and 6 prospective nested case-control studies
* 1 prospective data published twice, only latest data included
12 articles studied Omega 3 Fatty Acids included for meta-analysis

Figure 1. Flow chart of literature search process and result.

Critical Appraisal of the Articles and Data Extraction

Articles included in the study were evaluated by the
quality of the study design and execution of
epidemiological studies. Critical appraisal of each study
was scored according to the recommendation for review
of epidemiological studies. 84 Validity of the study design
was evaluated based on the representative recruitment
ofthe population, the baseline characteristics of sample,
measurements and ascertainment of cases and exposure,
case and control selection/definition, description of
withdrawals and dropouts, validity and reliability of the
measurements (laboratory assessment of blood fatty
acids), blinding of assessors, adjustment for confounders,
extent of follow-up, calculation of effect size estimates
(Odds ratio or relative risks), size of confidence intervals
(CI), Bradford Hills criteria, and applicability of the
studies. The maximal score was 11 points, if a study
quality score was rated below 8/11, then the two reviewers
would discuss any discrepancies in their rating of study
to derive a mutually accepted score, and whether the
study will still be included. Afterwards, as recommended
by Cochrane Collaboration on Critical appraisal of
literature, the Newcastle-Ottawa Quality Assessment
Scale (NOQAS) for quality evaluation of qualitative
studies'" was used to grade all the articles included.
NOQAS ratings were used to further strengthen the
process of study selection and guided the authors in
determining the quality of included studies particularly
when heterogeneity was noted.

Data Summary and Statistical Analysis

For this report, the investigators had constructed a
detailed table (Table 1); one reviewer tabulated data
from each study which were counterchecked by another
reviewer. The reported RRs or ORs from each study
were used to estimate the risk ratio of prostate cancer
incidence (and subcategories) with highest blood level of
omega-3 fatty acids component (ALA, DPA, DHA,
EP A) versus reference group. Effect estimates (RR or
OR) and corresponding confidence intervals (Cl),
preferably those that also adjusted for confounding
variables, were obtained when available in the publication.
If a study data were published several-times at different
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dates, only the most recent and comprehensive data
were included. If an included study reported no estimated
effect measurement and raw data for the calculation of
RR or OR estimates, authors of the study were emailed
requesting for the said data. The investigators used the
general variance-based method to pool the effect
estimates, because variance estimates were based on
adjusted measures of effect with 95% CI. CI was used
because confounding variables are not ignored and
superior in pooling observational data."

Each study's risk ratios were converted to natural
logarithms to stabilize the variances. The variance or
standard error of the risk ratio was estimated from the
CI. The overall risk ratio was estimated with this: Risk
ratio= exp I[Wi x In(RRi)] / IWi; where Wi is a weight
for the study, which is the inverse of the variance for the
study. Heterogeneity was tested using Cochran's chi-
square test (Q) to assess the consistency of associations,
which was calculated as Q=I[Wi x (lnRRs-InRRi)2J86.
In cases of heterogeneity (P<O.l), source of heterogeneity
was identified by performing subgroup analyses on the
basis of important differences in study design (case
control versus prospective studies; nested case -control
studies are like cohort studies, temporally prospective,
data from these studies were analyzed together, separate
from retrospective case-control studies). Once the reason
for observed heterogeneity was determined within
subgroup analysis; between studies variance (P) was
done to quantify the extent of heterogeneity among the
pool. The P statistic was used to describe the proportion
of total variance in estimates of the RR due to
heterogeneity. Sensitivity analysis was conducted by
repeating the meta-analysis but excluding one study at a
time from the pool of the significantly heterogeneous
subgroup (from the lowest NOQAS quality score to the
highest) to assess the individual influence of each study
on the overall summary of effect estimate. Repeat meta-
analysis was done until the least heterogeneity (P >0.1)
was noted on the sensitivity analysis.

Random effect model was used to determining pooled
effect estimates, since this model of reporting is more
conservative.v-" For the purpose of analyzing summation
effect of long chain n-3 PUFA (DPA+DHA+EPA) and
commercially available fish oil n-3 PUF A content
(DHA+EPA) with prostate cancer incidence and its
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subcategories; a mixed effect analysis- random effects
model is used to combine studies within each subgroup
of long chain n-3 PUF A. A fixed effect model is used to
combine subgroups and yield the overall effect. The
study variance (Tau") was not assumed to be the same
for all subgroups. The value was computed within
subgroups and not pooled across subgroups.

The investigators used Comprehensive Meta
Analysis® software version 2 by Biostat, Englewood,
NJ89, for statistical analysis of pooled data and forest
plots were constructed to illustrate pooled relative risks,
wherein the point estimates for each effect estimate
were sized according to the inverse ofthe variance for
each study. Publication bias was examined by using
Egger's regression intercept"; Begg- Mazumdar rank
correlation?' analysis and a visual inspection of funnel
plots of standard error intercept with RRs or ORS.92

Results

Study Characteristics

Six case-control studies93.97,99and six nested case
con trol studies were included. 98,I00·104The results derived
from "The Physician's Health Study" were published in
two separate publications 101,105with different times of
follow-up. Only the most recent or complete data source
was included in the analysis.'?' Another study by Ukoli,
et al. reported two different high risk populations
(African American and Nigerian), in two different
publications, by republishing same Nigerian data from
the earlier publication" on the later article"; for the
purpose of delineating data in analysis, both articles
were included in meta-analysis but reporting Nigerian
data from the earlier study and only the African-American
data from the later study. Total of twelve published
articles were summarized and included (Table I) for
meta- analysis. All studies included in this meta-analysis
uniformly compared prostate cancer risk between the
groups of the involved population with the highest blood
level omega-3 PUF A versus the reference group (group
with lowest blood level). Age range ofthe study population
included was 40 to 86 years old. Study populations
mainly came from the United States in 6
studies93,94,96,101,103,104with I study having a multiethnic
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population!". Other studies came from New Zealand",
Netherlands!", Finland'?", Norway" and Nigeria.v-"?

Most of the nested case control studies length of
follow-up period were more than 5 years98,100,101,103,104
with the longest of 19.2 years", while only one study
followed up less than 5 years (4.2 years}!" Overall
case to control ratio is 1: 1.27 from all the studies
included, with a total prostate cancer cases of 4516 and
matching control of5728. Ascertainment of cases utilized
by the studies were cancer registries98,100-103,
histopathology reports93-95,97,99-101 and biopsy
confirmation.v-!" Most studies analyzed risk of prostate
cancer as part of their studies' outcome.93-103 Four
studies included advanced stage (extended through the
capsule) prostate cancer.94,101-103.Five studies included
high grade tumor (Gleason score '2.7) in their analysis of
outcome.96,101-104

Most studies utilized serum or plasma cholesterol
ester/phospholipid fatty acid level 95,97,98,100,102,104some
studies utilized erythrocyte fatty acid leve193,94,96,99,103,
only one study utilized whole blood sample.'?' Food
frequency questionnaire forms were utilized by most
studies for cross validation of fatty acid level in measuring
dietary exposure of n-3 PUFA.96,98,99,103All studies
utilized gas/-liquid chromatography for determination of
n-3 PUF A level, while most studies used weight percent
proportion of total fatty acid as reporting system except
the two latest studies by Ukoli (2009,2010).95,97 which
used double quantification method that reports n-.3PUFA
level in ug/rnl unit, which was believed to be the superior
way of analysis and more reliable way of reporting. Most
studies divided the population group blood levels n-3
PUFA in quartile groups93-95,97-100,103,;two studies divided
levels in tertile groups96,I03and two studies used quintile
groups.P'v''"

The common adjusted variables used by the studies
included in the meta-analysis were well-established risk
factors for prostate cancer development: age93-99,101-104,
Body Mass Index (BMI)96,100,102-IO\family history of
prostate cancer95-97,103,104and race.93,96,103,104For the
purpose of eliminating probable detection bias, level of
educational attainment was also considered by several
studies95,97,100,102,103for adjustment.

All twelve epidemiological studies included in the
meta-analysis have at least a research methodological
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quality score of 8 (average 8.83) on critical appraisal
rating by two independent reviewers. On NOQAS rating
one study had the highest score of910\ and another with
lowest score of 6101;most of the studies had a scoring of
793,94,100,102,103and 895-99.

Association of Blood Level Omega-3 PUFA and
Prostate Cancer Risk

Tables 2, 3 and 4 describe the pooled effect estimates
with corresponding 95% confidence interval from all
included studies that described total prostate cancer,
advanced prostate cancer and high grade tumor risk
respectively and their association with blood level n-3
PUF A and different series/derivative- ALA, DPA, DHA
and EPA (together and separately). This table also
describes the pooled sensitivity analysis, between study
heterogeneity analyses and publication bias analysis
using Begg and Egger's study.

As shown in Table 2, only the pooled estimates of
n-3 PUF A DPA showed a significant association with
total prostate cancer risk (pooled RR: 0.756; CI 0.599,
0.955; P=0.019) (Figure 2). This result was generated
from homogenous studies (P=0.566) with no between
study variations (P= 0%); likewise, publication bias was
not evident in Begg (P=l.O), Egger's (P=0.54) study
(Table 2) and visual inspection offunnel plot (Figure 3).
Notably, high blood levels of alpha-linolenic acid were
also found to have non-significant positive association to
total prostate cancer risk (pooled RR: 1.188; CI 0.955,
1.477; P=0.123) (Figure 2) with no significant
heterogeneity (P=0.240), small inter-study variation
(F=22.065) and no publication bias was noted (Table 2).
As described in Tables 3 and 4, high blood levels of total
n-3 PUF A and derivatives (together and individually)
were found to have no significant association to advanced
prostate cancer and high grade prostate tumor.

There was a significant heterogeneity noted on the
analysis of blood level n-3 PUFA DHA and EPA with
total prostate cancer risk and high grade prostate tumors
(Tables 2 & 4). This result made the validity of pooling
of the said data questionable. As described previously in
this review, heterogeneity was examined through testing
and by presenting the percentage of the variation between
studies (P). The between-study variation ranged from
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32 percent to 53 percent. Source of heterogeneity and
inter-study variation was identified after removing data
from a nested case-control study" with the lowest
NOQAS score. When the study was removed from the
pooled estimate, decreased heterogeneity P values and

decreased variation (P) were noted. Subgroup analyses
done after adjusting inter-study variability, noted no
significant association between the individual long chain
n-3 PUF A series ofDHA and EPA with prostate cancer
risk and its subcategories.
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Figure 2. Forest plot of pooled effect estimate of blood level omega-3 PUFA on total prostate cancer risk.
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Figure 3. Publication bias determination using funnel plot.

As mentioned earlier, heterogeneity adjusted poo led
effect estimates from each subgroup analysis were used
to analyze the summation effect oflong chain n-3 PUF A
series together (DPA+DHA+EPA) and fish oil content
n-3 PUF A (DHA +EP A) on prostate cancer development.
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Only the association between fish oil content n-3 PUF A
(DHA+EPA) with high grade prostate tumor was noted
to have significant positive association (pooled RR:
1.381; CI 1.050, 1.817; P=0.021) (Figure 4); adjusted
inter-study heterogeneity was not significant (P=0.291)
with small degree of inter-study variation (P= 17.6%),
publication bias of the respective n-3 PUF A subgroup
analysis was also not evident using Begg (P=0.734),
Egger's (P=0.265, 0.952) test (Table 4) and visual
inspection of funnel plot (not shown).

2.0

Discussion

During the process of literature search, it was noticed
that up-to-date, no-good randomized clinical trial exists
to clarify role of dietary n-3 PUF A and prostate cancer
development. This may be due to ethical considerations
and methodological limitations in doing an investigation
of the said topic. In an attemptto elucidate this association,
several past meta-analyses utilized data from
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Figure 4. Forest plot of pooled effect estimate of blood level omega-3 PUF A on high grade prostate tumor risk.
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epidemiological studies, which was the best credible
data available to determine the relationship between the
said variables; however, non-conclusive results were
revealed due to heterogeneity of existing studies.'>"
Authors of these meta-analyses, attributed the result of
their findings mainly to pooled diverse study design with
underlying residual confounding variables, and selection
bias in different studies caused by misclassification or
differing case definitions. Utilizing dietary questionnaires
in epidemiological studies can also cause methodological
error such as recall bias, and together with invalid or
variable dietary instruments, can also over or
underestimate n-3 PUFA exposure." To address the
above mentioned obstacles, this study critically appraised
all literature and provided the best evidence through
quantitative analysis and systematic summarization of
quality assured homogenous epidemiological studies.

After an extensive review of included studies, this
investigation found a significant negative association
between high blood n-3 PUF A DPA level and total risk
of prostate cancer. No significant heterogeneity, inter-
study variability nor publication bias was noted in deriving
this pooled result; hence, the association generated from
this analysis was presumed to be valid and reliable. This
finding leads us to presume that long chain n-3 PUF A
DPA series may decrease risk of prostate cancer.
Economically, it is strenuous and costly to produce
purified or enriched DP A. As such, only few studies at
present have been conducted either in-vitro or in vivo to
examine the biophysiological effect of DPA. Studies
have shown that DPA (22:5n-3) is abundant in whale
meat, seal oil and in lesser extent found in marine fatty
fish oil together with other long chain n-3 PUFA series
(DHA and EPA).106The biosynthesis ofDPA in humans
is mainly through bioconversion from EPA by chain
elongation enzymes fatty acid elongase-2 and 5107.It can
also be retroconverted to EPA in the liver and
kidney.P''?' A significant amount of DPA can also be
isolated from human breast milk after supplementation
of essential fatty acids.'!" Several studies reported that
n-3 DPA was able to reduce age-related oxidative
changes in vivo, reduce prostacyclin production, reduce
expression of inflammatory genes and TNF-induced
necrotic cell death through competition with
cycloxygenase 2 (COX2) enzymes and promotion of
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lipooxygenase (LOX) enzymes.l'"!" Likewise, it was
able to decrease several inflammatory and carcinogenic
molecules resulting to anti-neoplastic activity via the
proapoptotic pathway and inhibition of angiogenesis. I 11,1IS,

Since over-expression of pro-inflammatory COX-2
enzyme in prostate cancer cells was recognized to
cause prostate carcinogenesis 116,and inhibition of COX -
2 expressed cell growth will lead to regression of
prostate cancer progression1l7. These may explain the
protective effect of n-3 PUF A DPA towards prostate
cancer risk.

Another notable result in this review is the non-
significant positive association of high blood level n-3
PUF A short chain ALA with risk of prostate cancer
development. Although this finding supports several
earlier systematic reviews 14.23,it contradicts with the
results of two recent meta-analyses'v" of the same
topic which showed a protective association between
high dietary intake of ALA and prostate cancer
development. Several clinical studies have concluded
that dietary ALA supplementation customarily causes
an increase in blood level of EPA and n-3 DPA via the
said bioconvertion pathway.J'"!" Studies have also
shown that increase bioconversion ofn-3 polyunsaturated
fatty acids particularly n-3 DPA and EPA from ALA
might be the reason to maintain systemic wellness due to
the said fatty acids' link to a subclinical inflammation
marker, matrix metalloproteinase-9 (MMP-9), found in
healthy individuals, who inhibit synthesis and release of
cytokines 121;thus, decrease inflammation. These studies
strongly suggest that dietary intake of ALA was able to
decrease cancer development through the process of
metabolism and bioconversion to long chain n-3 PUFA
(DPA and EPA). Additionally, a genetic meta-analysis
of genome-wide association studies from the CHARGE
Consortium, demonstrated common minor alleles of
single nucleotide polymorphisms (S Ps) in fatty acid
desaturase 1 (FADS 1) and FADS2 that were associated
with higher serum levels of ALA but lower serum levels
of EPA and DPA.122 Integrating the afore mentioned
evidences, the result from this investigation suggests
that individuals with genetic variations of fatty acid
metabolism would not be able to benefit from the protective
effect of the metabolism and bioconvertion process of
ALA to long chain n-3 PUF A from prostate cancer risk.
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As described earlier in this review, in the analysis of
association of blood level DHA and EPA with prostate
cancer and high grade prostate tumor, heterogeneity
was noted. The source of heterogeneity was mainly
from the nested case cohort of "The Physician's Health
Study'?'." Authors of the study acknowledged that their
group of subjects was more knowledgeable and was able
to provide more reliable information that increased the
validity of the result. However, due to the said
characteristics, as compared to the general population,
they were more conscious of health conditions that
affected their dietary habits and lifestyle. Since this
group also had easier access to health care and more
frequent health follow-ups, this could have led to earlier
cancer detection in this sample population. Moreover,
the study also failed to adjust for confounding variables
such as family history, Body Mass Index and racial
ethnicity, which are the established risk factors for
prostate cancer development. For this reason, this study
garnered the lowest score in NOQAS rating that reflect
methodological issue of sample population
representativeness and variable adjustment on
confounding factors.

After adjustment of inter-study variability, a
significant positive association was noted on fish oil
containing n-3 PUFA (EPA+DHA) with high grade
prostate cancer development with no significant
heterogeneity or publication bias from each subgroup
(Table 4). To date, researches still show inconsistencies
regarding the effects of long-chain polyunsaturated fatty
acids, particularly eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) and
docosahexanoic acid (DHA) in prostate cancer
development. Most studies have shown the exceptional
role of EPA and DHA in cardiovascular and
neuroprotective properties.F"!" While some studies
have illustrated EPA and DHA as ligands ofperoxisome
proliferator-activated receptors -gamma (PP ARll) and
PPARa which playa major role in anti-inflammation,
these fatty acids have also been found to exhibit their
anti -inflammatory and an ti -pro Iifera tive effects on cancer
cells by activating the Bcl-2 antagonist of cell death
(BAD) dependent pathway, which induces cancer cell
apoptosis.F"!" However, literature also mentions that
long chain n-3 PUFA can cause prostate carcinogenesis
particularly the aggressive/ high grade type.131,132 Latest

research illustrates that the production of free radicals
and reactive oxygen species in the presence of long
chain n-3 in the prostate cell's beta-oxidative metabolic
process leads to formation oflipid hydroperoxides in the
microenvironment ofthe cell; which, will further generate
reactive species. With chronic exposure to these reactive
molecules, DNA mutation may occur and eventual
carcinogenesis.'!' Furthermore, when prostate cells
become dysplastic, fatty acid oxidation, a major
bioenergetic pathway, is augmented to meet the energy
requirements needed by the dysplastic cells;
consequently, the increased fatty acid oxidation also
potentiates progression into an aggressive type.!" Some
reports have also shown that dietary exposure to
polychlorinated biphenyls or methylmercury compounds
that were found in marine fish can disrupt androgen and
estrogen balance, which could be linked to prostate
cancer. \33-134 Hence, it is believed that environmental
toxins absorbed and largely contained in marine fatty
fish may be another factor that causes fish oil containing
n-3 PUF A to be associated with high grade prostate
tumor.

Inconsistent findings of epidemiological studies
investigating effect of DHA and EPA may also be
explained by individual genetic difference on COX-2,
which modulates n-3 PUFA's effect on prostate cancer
development. A Swedish study has reported those men
with a certain COX-2 genotype COX-2 with single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) on rs5275, +6364A>G,
can benefit from the protective effects of long-chain
n-3 PUF A compared to other genotypes.!" Another
study by Fradet, et al. (2009) also mentioned another
SNP, rs4648310 which is found to promote a stronger
protective effect of high-intake long-chain
polyunsaturated fatty acids when taken in large amounts
against high grade prostate cancer. 54 Thus, it was believed
that the effect of long chain n-3 PUF A on prostate
cancer development is mainly modulated by the genetic
pecu Iiari ties of each indi vidual.

Strength, Limitation and Recommendations

Strength of this meta-analysis was its stringent
method of assessing methodological quality of studies
included in the analysis. While heterogeneity was noted,
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the study design and source of inter-variability were
assessed and adjusted to assure that homogeneity of
data was pooled. Publication bias was also not present
among all included studies. Although only qualitative
studies with observational data that were intrinsically
limited with the problem of confounding variables were
included in this analysis, the authors believed that these
were the only available credible data to elucidate the
relationship between n-3 PUF A and prostate cancer.
Since studies included in this analysis were data from
western countries, where diets mostly contain saturated
fat; thus, results extracted can only be applied to the
western population. Further research involving the
eastern or multi-ethnic population is recommended.
Presently, only few studies deal with genetic variations
involved in the relationship of n-3 PUFA and prostate
cancer; authors recommend that further research
regarding identification of possible genotypic variants
should be done. Although studies have recognized the
involvement of n-3 and n-6 PUFA in enzymatic
competition for prostaglandin formation for an
inflammatory response, additional in-vitro and in-vivo
researches are still needed to further strengthen their
relationship and their effect in prostate cancer
development.

Conclusion

In conclusion, this meta-analysis of human qualitative
studies provides some evidence to show that a high blood
level n-3 PUFA DPA is associated with reduced risk of
prostate cancer development. While results also suggest
that high blood level ofEP A and DHA in combination is
associated with increased high grade prostate tumor
risk. These results must be interpreted carefully, since it
is likely that the etiology of prostate cancer development
is multifactorial and the metabolism of n-3 PUF A in
human body is complex. Future high quality research,
especially intervention studies, is needed to confirm and
clarify causative associations.
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